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making navigation difficult in one direction but easy in the other. Captains
of sailing vessels who have to navigate in this region often prefer to go
two or three thousand miles extra and travel around the world with the
winds and currents rather than take a shorter course against them.
The Indian Ocean has currents like those of the larger oceans. In
that region, however, the monsoon winds blow in opposite directions in
different seasons, and the currents are correspondingly reversed.
The Effect of Continents on Rainfall
Why Continental Interiors Have a Rainy Season in Summer. The
movement of the air, as we have already seen, determines how much rain
a given place shall receive. In summer when the continents form warm
areas of low pressure and inblowing winds, much moisture is brought
inland from the oceans. As the moisture-laden air approaches the center
of low pressure it gradually rises and finally produces clouds and«rain.
Notice how much larger the dark areas are in A100, showing summer rain,
than those in A101, showing winter rain. This is especially noticeable in
low latitudes which are reached by the equatorial rain belt, and on the
east sides of the continents in middle latitudes. Much more rain also
falls in summer than in winter in the interiors of North America and
Eurasia in these same latitudes, but the scale of the maps does not make
this sufficiently evident. Only m a few regions, such as the west sides
of the continents in middle latitudes, is winter rain more abundant than
summer rain.
Because continental interiors receive more rain in summer than at
any other season, central Kansas, for example, gets 16 inches of rain
in the six months from April to September and only 4 during the other
six months. If the Kansas rainfall were evenly distributed throughout
the year it would not be enough for reliable agriculture. Luckily the
continental low pressure causes the winds to blow toward the interior
more strongly in summer than at any other season, and hence as far west
as central Kansas the crops are usually well watered. In winter, on the
other hand, the low temperature, high pressure, and outblowing winds
cause the interiors of the continents to be dry. Thus though the Dakotas
are much colder than New York State in winter, they have far less snow.
This is an advantage in some ways. It permits cattle to pasture all winter,
and in the spring the ground is not covered with a layer of snow which
delays the melting of the frost and thus prevents early plowing and
planting. It is a disadvantage because in the spring and fall it makes
the ground too dry for trees and often for crops. This is the main reason
why the average yield of wheat per acre in the Dakotas, or Russia, for

